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in other developments, the tamil film industry has been sharing a lot of mutual concerns over
the controversies involving kamal haasan. in a recent interview with the hindu, kamal haasan
said that he is ready to play the role of a villain in his films. he said: im always open for work.
but i dont have to waste my time doing anything but working. i dont mind if it is a good script
and good role that it offers. dont expect me to give you my character. this is a job, it requires
me to be convincing and believable in order to make a good film. he expressed his willingness
to play a villain in the film without naming any names. the actor said he wants to work with the
director and screenplay writer of the film. he said the script is ready and the team is also ready
to shoot the film. kamal haasans remarks came after he was given the lead role in the movie
titled, vishwaroopam, which was to be directed by rajkumar hiriyans son dhilip. the actor was
also the lead in pattiya pattiya (2019), which was directed by a. l. vijay. he also took part in

urumi (2018), which was directed by k. s. ravikumar. the actor was also the lead in sakka podu
podu raja (2019), which was directed by yogi babu. kamal haasan was also the lead in kaakka

muttai (2015), which was directed by selvaraghavan. the actor said his film with vijay has been
titled as vishwaroopam, and it will be released this year (2019). but he refused to divulge

further details, including the date and title of the film. the actor also said he is not bothered
about the controversy that has surrounded him recently. the actor was in new york to attend
the premiere of his film vishwaroopam and also to attend a major function to mark the 70th

anniversary of india in the us. the 71-year-old actor was also supposed to attend the un general
assembly, but could not make it due to security reasons. on being asked about his plans to
attend the un, he said that it was beyond his control. the actor expressed his willingness to

work with young directors, but pointed out that he doesnt just change his image overnight. he
said he is a part of the present, and is doing what he believes in. the actor has no qualms about
working with a. vijays son. kamal haasan has also completed three other big projects, including

chandramukhi (2019), dosa mogudu (2018) and urumi (2018), but he said that he is not
involved with any of them. kamal haasan said he will act in his next film only when he is
convinced about the script. he said: i dont have anything specific in my mind right now.
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producing Hindi-
language films, some
filmmakers working in

Tamil Nadu and
Bengaluru are also

planning to roll out Hindi
remakes of Hollywood

hits. "We are working on
Rise of the Guardian and

I have completed the
script," producer D. S.

Tamilarasan told
Reuters. In the south,
only a handful of Hindi

films are opening in
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Karnataka and Kerala,
whereas several
Hollywood films,

including Jurrasic World,
Bad Boys 3, Venom, The
Boss, Black Widow and
Mission: Impossible -

Fallout are releasing in
Tamil Nadu. Fully
dubbed English-

language films are now
attracting a new market

in the region. "Tamil
Nadu is emerging as a

market for dubbed Tamil
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films in India because
people here don't want
to watch films in their
own language. They

want to learn another
language," said Madan.

"In the beginning,
people here were
reluctant to watch

English-language films.
Now they are interested

in English films and
while the market is

small, it's growing all the
time," he added. The
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latest star-studded film
to open in the south,
Jurrasic World, will be
releasing in Hindi and
Tamil on 29 January,
three days before it
opens in Kerala and
Karnataka.The film

features Robert De Niro,
Liam Neeson, Morgan
Freeman and other

Hollywood
heavyweights. Neeson's
latest, Avengers: Age of
Ultron, with more than
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$1 billion in earnings,
has not only created a

buzz about the film
industry but also about

the emerging market for
dubbed films in the

south. Industry figures
say that more than 400

films are being produced
in the Tamil-language

medium every year, at a
combined budget of

around $100 million, and
with more than 12,000

workers on the sets.
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